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Providing Social Security Benefits in the Future: 
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David C. John

Social Security is the best-loved American gov-
ernment program, but how it works and is
financed is almost completely unknown. Most
Americans have a vague idea that they pay taxes
for their benefits and that their benefits are linked
somehow to their earnings. Many also know that
the program is in trouble and needs to be “fixed”
sometime soon to deal with the retirement of the
baby boomers. Beyond this, their knowledge of the
facts is severely limited and often colored by
rumors and stories.

Most politicians exploit this lack of knowledge
and limit their statements on Social Security to
platitudes and vague promises. To make matters
worse, reformers tend either to be content with
similar platitudes or to speak in such detail that
few outside the policy world can understand what
they are saying. The simple fact is that today’s
Social Security is extremely complex, and any
reform plan that is more than fine words will be
similarly complex.

This paper attempts to simplify the reform
debate by comparing various plans (including the
current system) side by side. Each of the six sec-
tions of this paper compares how the current sys-
tem and the reform plans handle a specific subject.
Only reform plans that have been scored by Social
Security’s Office of the Chief Actuary are included
in this comparison, using numbers contained in
the 2003 Report of the Social Security Trustees.

The six corresponding tables contain general
reviews of aspects of the current system and the
reform plans, with more details in the footnotes.

While looking at just one or two sections of spe-
cial interest may be tempting, this approach would
probably be misleading. For the best effect, each
section should be considered together with the
other sections in order to form a complete picture
of the plan. Using simply one section by itself to
judge an entire plan will not yield an accurate
result.

The Current System. Social Security currently
pays an inflation-indexed monthly retirement and
survivors’ benefit, based on a worker’s highest 35
years of earnings. Past earnings are indexed for
average wage growth in the economy before calcu-
lating the benefit. The benefit formula is progres-
sive, meaning that lower-income workers receive a
benefit equal to a higher proportion of their aver-
age income than upper-income workers receive.
The program is expected to continue to collect
more in payroll taxes than it pays out in benefits
until about 2018.
Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting the 
views of The Heritage Foundation or as an attempt to aid or hinder 

the passage of any bill before Congress.
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Unused payroll taxes are borrowed by the federal
government and replaced by special-issue Treasury
bonds. After the system begins to pay out more
than it receives, the federal government will cover
the resulting cash flow deficits by repaying the spe-
cial-issue Treasury bonds out of general revenues.
When the bonds run out in about 2042, Social
Security benefits will automatically be reduced to a
level equal to incoming revenue. This is projected
to require a 27 percent reduction in 2042, with
greater reductions after that.

Reforming Social Security. Both the current
Social Security system and every plan to reform it
will require significant amounts of general revenue
money in addition to the amount collected through
payroll taxes. In short, both the current system and
all known reform plans would have to find the nec-
essary general revenues from some combination of
four sources: borrowing additional money, collect-
ing more taxes than needed to fund the rest of the
government, reducing other government spending,
or reducing Social Security benefits more than is
called for under either current law or any of the
reform plans.

The most important thing to remember is that
the existing Social Security system and the reform
plans all face this problem. This is not a weakness
limited to personal retirement account (PRA) plans
or any other reform plan. The only questions are
when the cash flow deficits begin and how large
they will be.

Seven Important Rules for Real Social Secu-
rity Reform. It would be wise for reformers to fol-
low a set of general principles to ensure that any
Social Security reform both resolves Social Secu-
rity’s problems and provides workers with greater
retirement security. This comparison of plans
makes no effort to examine whether the Social
Security reform plans included in it meet or violate
any or all of the principles. 

• The benefits of current retirees and those
close to retirement must not be reduced. If

the benefits of younger workers cannot be
maintained, then they should have the opportu-
nity to make up the difference through a per-
sonal retirement account.

• The rate of return on a worker’s Social Secu-
rity taxes must be improved.

• Americans must be able to use Social Secu-
rity to build a nest egg for the future.

• Personal retirement accounts must guarantee
an adequate minimum income.

• Workers should be allowed to fund their
Social Security personal retirement accounts
with some of their existing payroll tax dol-
lars.

• For currently employed workers, participa-
tion in the new accounts must be voluntary.

• Any Social Security reform plan must be
realistic, cost-effective and reduce the
unfunded liabilities of the current system.

Conclusion. In the long run, a reform plan
should do more than just preserve the current
Social Security system with its many flaws. At a
minimum, it should allow workers to pass on some
of what they earned and paid in Social Security
taxes to improve their spouses’ retirement benefits.
It should also allow workers the flexibility to use
their entire account for retirement benefits or take a
smaller retirement benefit and use the balance to
pay for a grandchild’s college education, start a
small business, or pass on money to a later genera-
tion.

Social Security should not be reformed or
“saved” for its own sake, but only if it more effec-
tively provides the benefits workers need at a price
they can afford.

—David C. John is Research Fellow in Social Secu-
rity and Financial Institutions in the Thomas A. Roe
Institute for Economic Policy Studies at The Heritage
Foundation.
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               Talking Points
• Social Security is expected to continue to

collect more in payroll taxes than it pays
out in benefits until about 2018. Under
current law, when the bonds run out in
about 2042, Social Security benefits will
automatically be reduced by an estimated
27 percent to a level equal to incoming
revenue.

• Both the current Social Security program
and all of the proposed reform plans will
require large amounts of general revenue
money to cover the annual cash flow def-
icits.

• Reform plans that create personal retire-
ment accounts within Social Security do
not, on average, cost any more than
plans that would solve the program’s
coming fiscal problems with tax increases
or benefit cuts.

• Social Security should not be reformed or
“saved” for its own sake, but only if it
more effectively provides the benefits
workers need at a price they can afford.

Providing Social Security Benefits in the Future: 
A Review of the Social Security System and 

Plans to Reform It
David C. John

Social Security is the best-loved American govern-
ment program, but how it works and is financed is
almost completely unknown. Most Americans have a
vague idea that they pay taxes for their benefits and
that their benefits are linked somehow to their earn-
ings. Many also know that the program is in trouble
and needs to be “fixed” sometime soon to deal with
the retirement of the baby boomers. Beyond this,
their knowledge of the facts is severely limited and
often colored by rumors and stories.

Most politicians exploit this lack of knowledge and
limit their statements on Social Security to platitudes
and vague promises. To make matters worse, reform-
ers tend either to be content with similar platitudes or
to speak in such detail that few outside the policy
world can understand what they are saying. The sim-
ple fact is that today’s Social Security is extremely
complex, and any reform plan that is more than fine
words will be similarly complex.

This paper attempts to simplify the reform debate
by comparing various plans (including the current
system) side by side. Each of the six sections of this
paper compares how the current system and the
reform plans handle a specific subject. Only reform
plans that have been scored by Social Security’s Office
of the Chief Actuary are included in this comparison,
using numbers contained in the 2003 Report of the
Social Security Trustees. The six corresponding tables
contain general reviews of aspects of the current sys-
tem and the reform plans, with more details in the
footnotes.
Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting
 the views of The Heritage Foundation or as an attempt to aid or 

hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.
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While looking at just one or two sections of spe-
cial interest may be tempting, this approach would
probably be misleading. For the best effect, each sec-
tion should be considered together with the other
sections in order to form a complete picture of the
plan. Using simply one section by itself to judge an
entire plan will not yield an accurate result.

Seven Important Rules for Real Social 
Security Reform

Information in this side-by-side comparison is
based on Social Security’s scoring memos for each
plan and conclusions that can be drawn from infor-
mation contained in those memos. While there are
many good points in the reform plans examined in
this analysis, this is not an endorsement of any pro-
posal by the author or The Heritage Foundation.
Instead, this comparison provides details of specific
plans.  However, it would be wise for reformers to
follow a set of general principles to  ensure that any
Social Security reform both resolves Social Security’s
problems and provides workers with greater retire-
ment security.  Those principles are listed below.

This comparison of plans makes no effort to
examine whether the Social Security reform plans
included in it meet or violate any or all of the princi-
ples.  

Principles for Social Security Reform:

• The benefits of current retirees and those
close to retirement must not be reduced. The
government has a moral contract with those who
currently receive Social Security retirement ben-
efits, as well as with those who are so close to
retirement, that they have no other options for
building a retirement nest egg.  If the benefits of
younger workers cannot be maintained given
the need to curb the burgeoning cost of the pro-
gram, then they should have the opportunity to
make up the difference by investing a portion of
their Social Security taxes in a personal retire-
ment account.

• The rate of return on a worker’s Social Secu-
rity taxes must be improved. Today’s workers
receive very poor returns on their Social Security
payroll taxes. As a general rule, the younger a
worker is or the lower his or her income, the
lower his or her rate of return will be. Reform
must provide a better retirement income to

future retirees without increasing Social Security
taxes. The best way to do this is to allow workers
to divert a portion of their existing Social Secu-
rity taxes into a personal retirement account that
can earn significantly more than Social Security
can pay.

• Americans must be able to use Social Security
to build a nest egg for the future. A well-
designed retirement system includes three ele-
ments: regular monthly retirement income,
dependent’s insurance, and the ability to save for
retirement. Today’s Social Security system pro-
vides a stable level of retirement income and
does provide benefits for dependents. But it does
not allow workers to accumulate cash savings to
fulfill their own retirement goals or to pass on to
their heirs. Workers should be able to use Social
Security to build a cash nest egg that can be used
to increase their retirement income or to build a
better economic future for their families. The
best way to do this is to establish, within the
framework of Social Security, a system of per-
sonal retirement accounts. 

• Personal retirement accounts must guarantee
an adequate minimum income. Seniors must
be able to count on a reasonable and predictable
minimum level of monthly income, regardless of
what happens in the investment markets. 

• Workers should be allowed to fund their
Social Security personal retirement accounts
by allocating some of their existing payroll
tax dollars to them. Workers should not be
required to pay twice for their benefits—once
through existing payroll taxes and again through
additional income taxes or contributions used to
fund a personal retirement account. Moreover,
many working Americans can save little after
paying existing payroll taxes and so cannot be
expected to make additional contributions to a
personal account.  Thus Congress should allow
Americans to divert a portion of the taxes that
they currently pay for Social Security retirement
benefits into personal retirement accounts.

• For currently employed workers, participa-
tion in the new accounts must be voluntary.
No one should be forced into a system of per-
sonal retirement accounts. Instead, currently
employed workers must be allowed to choose
page 2
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between today's Social Security and one that
offers personal retirement accounts. 

• Any Social Security reform plan must be
realistic, cost-effective and reduce the
unfunded liabilities of the current system.
True Social Security reform will provide an
improved total retirement benefit. But it should
also reduce Social Security’s huge unfunded lia-
bilities by a greater level than the “transition”
cost needed to finance benefits for retirees dur-
ing the reform. Like paying points to obtain a
better mortgage, Social Security reform should
lead to a net reduction in liabilities.

The Social Security System and Plans 
for Reform

The Current System. Social Security currently
pays an inflation-indexed monthly retirement and
survivors’ benefit, based on a worker’s highest 35
years of earnings. Past earnings are indexed for
average wage growth in the economy before calcu-
lating the benefit. The benefit formula is progres-
sive, meaning that lower-income workers receive a
benefit equal to a higher proportion of their average
income than upper-income workers receive. The
program is expected to continue to collect more in
payroll taxes than it pays out in benefits until about
2018.

Unused payroll taxes are borrowed by the federal
government and replaced by special-issue Treasury
bonds. After the system begins to pay out more
than it receives, the federal government will cover
the resulting cash flow deficits by repaying the spe-
cial-issue Treasury bonds out of general revenues.
When the bonds run out in about 2042, Social
Security benefits will automatically be reduced to a
level equal to incoming revenue. This is projected
to require a 27 percent reduction in 2042, with
greater reductions after that.

The DeMint Plan. Representative Jim DeMint
(R–SC) has introduced a voluntary personal retire-
ment account (PRA) plan that would establish pro-
gressively funded voluntary individual accounts for
workers under age 55 on January 1, 2005. The
amount that goes into each worker’s account would
vary according to income, with lower-income
workers able to save a higher percentage. For aver-

age-income workers, the account would equal
about 5.1 percent of income.

The government would pay the difference
between the monthly benefit that can be financed
from an annuity paid for by using all or some of the
PRA and the amount that the current system prom-
ises. The sum of the annuity and the government-
paid portion of Social Security would be guaranteed
at least to equal benefits promised under the cur-
rent system, and 35 percent of PRA assets would be
invested in government bonds to help pay for any
Social Security cash flow deficits. This proportion
would be reduced gradually in the future. General
revenue money would be used to pay for additional
cash flow deficits.

The Graham Plan. Senator Lindsay Graham (R–
SC) has proposed a plan that would give workers
under age 55 (in 2004) three options. (Workers
above the age of 55 would be required to remain in
the current system and would receive full benefits.)

Under Option 1, workers would establish PRAs
funded with part of their existing payroll taxes,
equal to 4 percent of pay up to a maximum of
$1,300 per year. Workers’ benefits would be
reduced by changing the benefit indexing formula
from the current wage growth index to one based
on consumer prices. Over time, this change would
reduce benefits for workers at all income levels, but
the effect on lower-income workers would be eased
by a mandated minimum benefit of at least 120
percent of the poverty level for workers with a 35-
year work history. The government-paid monthly
benefit would be further reduced to reflect the
value of the PRA. This reduction would be calcu-
lated using the average earnings of government
bonds so that, if the PRA earned more than govern-
ment bonds, the total monthly benefit would be
higher. Option 1 also raises survivor benefits to 75
percent of the couple’s benefit for many survivors.

Option 2 is essentially the same as Option 1, but
without PRAs. The government would pay all bene-
fits for workers who choose this option. Option 2
includes both the basic benefit reduction and the
minimum benefit requirement.

Option 3 pays the same level of benefits promised
under current law, but workers who select this
option would pay higher payroll taxes in return.
Initially, the payroll tax rate for retirement and sur-
page 3
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vivors’ benefits would increase from 12.4 percent of
income to 14.4 percent of income (counting both
the worker’s and the employer’s shares of the tax). In
subsequent years, the tax rate would continue to
climb in 0.25 percent increments.

The Smith Plan. Representative Nick Smith (R–
MI) has proposed a voluntary PRA plan that would
create personal retirement savings accounts funded
with an amount equal to 2.5 percent of income, paid
out of existing payroll taxes. This would increase to
2.75 percent of income in 2025 and could become
larger after 2038 if Social Security has surplus cash
flows. Retirement and survivors’ benefits would be
reduced by an amount equal to the value of lifetime
account contributions plus a specified interest rate.

The Smith plan would also make many changes
in Social Security’s benefit formula, mainly affecting
middle-income and upper-income workers. These
changes would eventually result in most workers
receiving a flat monthly benefit of about $550 in
2004 dollars. It would also gradually increase the
retirement age for full benefits and require that all
newly hired local and state workers be covered by
Social Security. The Smith plan transfers $866 bil-
lion from general revenues to Social Security
between 2007 and 2013 to help cover cash flow def-
icits and allows additional general revenue transfers
when needed after that.

The Ferrara Plan. Peter Ferrara, Director of the
International Center for Law and Economics, has
proposed a plan that would create voluntary PRAs
that would be funded according to a progressive for-
mula that allows lower-income workers to save a
higher proportion of their payroll taxes than upper-
income workers. Average-income workers could
save about 6.4 percent of their income. Workers
would be guaranteed that the total of their PRA-gen-
erated benefits and government-paid monthly bene-
fits would at least equal the benefits promised under
the current system.

Any Social Security cash flow deficits that remain
would be financed through general revenue transfers
equal to a 1 percent reduction in the growth rate of
all government spending for eight years, the corpo-

rate income taxes deemed to result from the invest-
ment of personal account contributions, and issuing
about $1.4 trillion in “off-budget” bonds. Under the
Ferrara plan, these bonds would be considered a
replacement for the existing system’s unfunded lia-
bility and thus would not increase the federal debt.

The Orszag–Diamond Plan. Peter Orszag,
Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution, and Peter
Diamond, Institute Professor of Economics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have devel-
oped a plan that does not include any form of PRA
or government investment of Social Security trust
fund money in private markets. Instead, it gradually
changes the benefit formula to reduce benefits for
moderate-income and upper-income workers and
requires that all state and local government workers
come under Social Security. It would also gradually
reduce benefits by raising the age at which workers
could receive full benefits. Workers could still retire
earlier, but at lower benefits. Benefits would increase
for lower-income workers, widows, and the dis-
abled.

In addition, the plan would gradually increase the
payroll tax for all workers from the current 12.4 per-
cent of income to 15.36 percent of income in 2078.
It would also raise the earnings threshold on Social
Security taxes—thus requiring higher-income work-
ers to pay additional payroll taxes—and impose a
new 3 percent tax on income above the earnings
threshold. Workers would not receive any credit
toward benefits for income covered by this new tax.

Statements by the SSA Chief Actuary’s 
Office on Each Reform Plan

The Social Security Administration has evaluated
each of the reform plans.

• The DeMint Plan. “Under plan specifications
described below the Social Security program
would be expected to meet its benefit obligations
throughout the long-range period 2003 through
2077 and beyond.”1

• The Graham Plan. “[A]ll participation levels
would be expected to result in sustainable sol-
vency for the foreseeable future, as trust fund

1. Stephen C. Goss, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, “Estimated Financial Effects of H.R. 3177, the ‘Social Security 
Savings Act of 2003,’” memorandum to Representative Jim DeMint, September 26, 2003, at www.ssa.gov/OACT/solvency/
DeMint_20030926.html (February 28, 2004).
page 4
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ratios are projected to be rising substantially at
the end of the 75-year projection period.”2

• The Smith Plan. “Enactment of this proposal,
assuming universal participation in Option 1, is
expected to eliminate the estimated long-range
OASDI [Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance] actuarial deficit (1.92 percent of tax-
able payroll under present law) based on “inter-
mediate” assumptions described below and to
result in sustainable solvency for the foreseeable
future.”3

• The Ferrara Plan. “Under the plan specifica-
tions described below the Social Security pro-
gram would be expected to be solvent and to
meet its benefit obligations throughout the
long-range period 2003 through 2077 and
beyond.”4

• The Orszag–Diamond Plan. “This proposal
would, through a combination of increases in
taxes and coverage, reductions in the general
growth of benefits levels, and certain enhance-
ments to benefit protections, restore solvency to
the OASDI program over the 75-year projection
period under the intermediate assumptions of
the 2003 Trustees Report. Moreover, as the pro-
jected trend in the ratio of Trust Fund assets
would be stabilized and even rising slowly at
the end of the period, The OADSDI program
would be made sustainably solvent under these
assumptions for the foreseeable future.”5

1. Personal Retirement Accounts

What Is This, and Why Is It Important?
Allowing workers to invest a portion of their Social
Security taxes is the only alternative to raising

Social Security taxes or reducing Social Security
benefits. However, personal retirement accounts are
not all equal. The money that goes into the PRAs
could come from diverting a portion of existing
Social Security taxes or from some other source.
(See Table 1.)

Similarly, the size of the accounts (usually
expressed as a percentage of the worker’s pay) is
important. While larger accounts would tempo-
rarily increase the amount of additional funds
required to pay benefits to retirees, they would also
accumulate a pool of money faster than smaller
accounts and finance a greater portion of benefits in
future years. This can reduce the amount of addi-
tional tax dollars needed in future decades.

Finally, how the PRAs are invested is important.
Even though they show steady growth over time,
stocks and commercial bonds are generally more
volatile than government bonds. Investing a por-
tion of the PRAs in government bonds makes the
accounts slightly less volatile while providing some
of the additional dollars needed to pay benefits to
current retirees.

2. Retirement and Survivors Benefits

What Is This, and Why Is It Important? Other
than creating personal retirement accounts that
allow workers to self-fund all or a portion of their
Social Security retirement benefits, most reform
plans deal with the program’s coming deficits by
either changing the level of retirement benefits
promised or finding ways to increase program reve-
nues. This section examines how various reform
plans treat promised retirement benefits. (See Table
2.)

2. Chris Chaplain, Actuary, and Alice H. Wade, Deputy Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, “Estimated OASDI Finan-
cial Effects of ‘Social Security Solvency and Modernization Act of 2003’ introduced by Senator Lindsey Graham,” memoran-
dum to Stephen C. Goss, November 18, 2003, at www.ssa.gov/OACT/solvency/LGraham_20031118 (February 28, 2004).

3. Chris Chaplain, Actuary, and Alice H. Wade, Deputy Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, “Estimated Long-Range 
OASDI Financial Effect of a Proposal Developed by Representative Nick Smith,” memorandum to Stephen C. Goss, Septem-
ber 10, 2003, at www.ssa.gov/OACT/solvency/NSmith_20030910.html (February 28, 2004).

4. Stephen C. Goss, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, “Estimated Financial Effects of ‘The Progressive Personal 
Account Plan,’” memorandum to Peter Ferrara, December 1, 2003, at www.ssa.gov/OACT/solvency/PFerrara_20031201.html 
(February 28, 2004).

5. Stephen C. Goss, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, “Estimates of Financial Effects for a Proposal to Restore Sol-
vency to the Social Security Program,” memorandum to Peter Diamond and Peter Orszag, October 8, 2003, at www.ssa.gov/
OACT/solvency/DiamondOrszag_20031008.html (February 28, 2004).
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Table 1 B 1735 

Personal Retirement Accounts (PRA)

Plan Does the plan create
personal retirement
accounts (PRAs)?

Does the money in the 
PRAs come from existing 
Social Security taxes? 6

What percent of a 
worker’s wages would 
go into the PRA?

Are the
accounts
voluntary?

What is the default 
PRA investment 
portfolio 7

Are the PRA
accounts centrally
managed? 8

Current Law n/a yes n/a n/a n/a n/a

DeMint yes yes
9 progressive

10

5.1% avg.
yes 65% stocks

35% govt. bonds
yes

11

Graham yes yes 12 4%
max $1,300

yes 60% stocks
40% govt. bonds

yes
13

Smith yes yes 2.5%–2.75%
14

yes
60% stocks

40% com. bonds yes 15

Ferrara yes yes progressive,10

6.4% avg.
yes 65% stocks

35% com. bonds
yes 16

Orszag-
Diamond

no n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.

m6j7m8j9mjmjmjmjmj10f11 te12 a13 l14 ’s15 s. 16

6. Alternative sources of funds for the PRAs would require either additional savings or additional taxes. In both cases, the result 
would lower the overall rate of return because the worker would be paying more.

7. Some plans offer additional investment options. All stock investment options would be invested in stock index funds, not indi-
vidually selected stocks. Similarly, government and commercial bond investments would be in broadly based pools of bonds 
rather than in individually selected bonds.

8. At least initially, all accounts are managed by a single entity offering limited investment choices. This structure significantly 
reduces administrative costs. In all cases, the fund management would be contracted out to a private manager by a government 
supervisory agency, similar to how federal workers’ Thrift Savings Plan is managed. Some plans would allow workers to select 
another funds manager when their accounts reach a certain size.

9. Workers could contribute up to an additional $5,000 to their account. Lower-income workers could receive a matching gov-
ernment contribution of up to $500 for their additional contributions.

10. This is the average account size for median-income workers. Lower-income workers could put a higher percent of their income 
into a PRA than higher-income workers. This progressive feature approximates the current Social Security system, which gives 
lower-income workers higher benefits for their taxes than higher-income workers receive. 

11. The account is centrally managed at first. When assets reach $5,000, the worker could select additional investment choices.

12. Workers could contribute up to an additional $2,000 and receive a partial tax credit. They could also roll over money from 
other retirement accounts into their Social Security PRA. Low-income workers could receive an additional $300 from the gov-
ernment to their account.

13. When the account reaches $10,000, the worker could switch to one of several privately managed investment choices approved 
by the Secretary of the Treasury.

14. If Social Security’s finances improve, larger accounts could be allowed after 2038.

15. When an account reaches $2,500, the worker could switch to a private funds manager.

16. While a central administrator would collect and distribute account contributions, all investments would be in privately man-
aged funds.
page 6
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17. Some experts are concerned that PRAs could result in lower benefits for low-income workers because they may have inter-
mittent work histories.  A guaranteed minimum benefit would provide additional protections for these workers.

18. For many years, experts on all sides of the debate have criticized the current system for providing inadequate benefits to a 
surviving spouse. They have also expressed concern that benefit changes for retirees and their survivors would be unfair to 
those receiving benefits under Social Security’s disability program.

19. Under current law, Social Security will automatically reduce the benefits when the trust fund runs out in 2042. From that 
point on, Social Security would only pay benefits equal to its cash flow.  The SSA estimates that this would immediately 
reduce benefits by 27 percent in 2042, with larger reductions in subsequent years.

20. Under current law, Social Security uses the same benefit formula to compute both retirement and disability benefits.  When a 
disabled worker reaches full retirement age, the worker’s benefits switch from being paid by the disability program to being 
paid through the retirement and survivors program.

21. The DeMint plan would guarantee future retirees at least the same level of benefits as under the current system.

22. The DeMint plan would guarantee workers at least the same level of benefits as under the current system, but does not pro-
vide for a higher minimum benefit.

23. Under the DeMint plan, disability benefits would not changed.  The PRA of a deceased spouse would be added to the surviv-
ing spouse’s PRA account after subtracting the amount needed to pay benefits to any survivors. If there are no survivors, the 
PRA would go to the worker’s estate.

24. The Graham plan allows workers to lock in the current level benefits if they are willing to pay higher payroll taxes. If a 
worker chooses that option, payroll taxes would climb to 14.4 percent from the current 12.4 percent (counting both the 
employer and employee shares). It would increase further if a higher rate were necessary to pay benefit levels promised under 
current law. If a worker chooses another option, the worker’s benefits would be reduced below the level promised by the cur-
rent system.

25. The Graham plan would change how benefits are calculated when the worker retires, from the current method of indexing 
past earnings to wage growth in the economy to indexing based on inflation and price growth.  This would gradually reduce 
benefits. Workers who choose to pay higher payroll taxes would avoid this reduction.

26. The Graham plan sets a minimum benefit at 120 percent of the poverty level in 2011 for workers with a work history of at 
least 35 years.

27. Under the Graham plan, disability benefits would not change from the current level. However, when a disabled worker 
reaches retirement age, the retirement benefits could be reduced to reflect changes in benefit formulas during times when the 
worker was not on disability. Surviving spouses would receive at least 75 percent of the benefit received when both spouses 
were alive, subject to some restrictions.  If a worker chooses to have a PRA, the balance in that account would be transferred 
to the spouse’s account when the worker died.

Table 2 B 1735 

Retirement and Survivors Benefits

Plan Does the plan guarantee workers the same 
level of benefits that are promised under 
the current system?

Are benefits changed for 
people who choose not 
to have accounts?

 

Is there a minimum 
benefit for lower-
income workers? 17

Are benefits increased for
widows or others? 18

Current Law no 19 yes, after 2042 
19

no n/a
20

DeMint yes21 no no 22 no 23

Graham perhaps 24 yes, in most cases25 yes 26 yes 27

Smith no 28 yes 29 yes 30 yes 31

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.

Ferrara
Orszag-
Diamond

yes no no no

no yes yes yes

32 33 34

35 37 3836
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Social Security uses a complex formula to calcu-
late an individual worker’s retirement benefits. Sub-
tle changes in this formula can cause a large change
in benefits over time. For instance, changing how
past income is indexed to a constant purchasing
power will have only a minor impact for the first
several years. However, the effect is cumulative and
after several decades will result in major changes in
benefits.

Similarly, seemingly minor changes in “bend
points”39 or other aspects of the benefit formula can,
over the long term, cause major changes in benefits
for upper-income and/or moderate-income workers.
It is even possible to use the benefit formula to
approximate an increase in the full retirement age
without actually raising it. Thus, a plan could still
allow workers to qualify for “full retirement benefits”

at 65, 66, or 67 but award them full retirement ben-
efits (as defined under the current system) only if
they wait to retire until a later age.

The first question that any plan must answer is
whether it would pay the full level of benefits prom-
ised under the current system. If so, it must deal
with how to pay the cost, since the current system
cannot afford to pay for all of the promised benefits.
Other important questions include whether the plan
proposes benefit changes (usually reductions) if
workers do not choose to have a personal retirement
account, protects lower-income workers (who more
often have an interrupted work history) by institut-
ing some sort of minimum benefit level, and/or
addresses the low benefits for certain lower-income,
widowed, and disabled workers under the current
system.

28.  The Smith plan includes a variety of benefit reductions that would reduce benefits for almost all retirees below the level prom-
ised by the current system.

29. The Smith plan would make many changes to Social Security’s benefit formula, primarily affecting middle-income and upper-
income workers.  For most workers, it would eventually result in a flat monthly benefit of about $550 per month (in 2004 dol-
lars).  It would also gradually increase the retirement age for full benefits.

30. While there is no set minimum benefit as contained in some other plans, lower-income workers would receive additional cred-
its into their PRA and any benefit reductions that would otherwise affect them would be limited by a maximum reduction.

31. Under the Smith plan, lower-income disabled workers would not be affected by reductions to the benefit formula.  Disabled 
workers with incomes above the threshold would see a minimum benefit level. Benefits could be adjusted.

32. The Ferrara plan would guarantee future retirees at least the same level of benefits as under the current system.

33. The Ferrara plan would not provide for a higher minimum benefit.

34. The Ferrara plan does not address disabled workers in any detail. However, because the plan is based on the combined trust 
fund of both the retired/survivors program and the disability program, one could assume that disability benefits would be paid 
out of a PRA and that current disability benefits would also be guaranteed. Spouses are guaranteed current law benefits. Upon 
the death of one spouse, the balance in the PRA would be transferred to the surviving spouse’s PRA.

35. The Orszag-Diamond plan includes a number of benefit reductions that would especially affect upper-income and middle-
income retirees. It also effectively increases the retirement age for all income levels by making it impossible for workers to get 
their full benefits unless they choose to delay retirement beyond the current normal retirement age.

36. The Orszag-Diamond plan would gradually change the benefit formula to reduce benefits for moderate and upper-income 
workers. Although workers could still retire earlier, they would receive lower benefits.

37. The benefit for minimum wage workers with at least 35 years of work history would be phased in over time, with the benefits 
reaching at least the poverty level by 2012. This benefit would gradually increase in subsequent years.

38. Surviving spouses would be guaranteed a benefit of at least 75 percent of the amount that the couple received when both were 
still living. Benefits for disabled workers would not be affected by changes to retirement and survivor’s benefits.

39. The benefit formula used by the current Social Security system develops an “average indexed monthly earnings” for each 
worker by indexing his or her highest 35 years’ earnings covered by Social Security taxes according to the growth in wages that 
has occurred between the date they were earned and the date that the benefit calculation is being made. In the next step, the 
actual retirement benefit is calculated. In 2003, the formula paid benefits equal to 90 percent of the first $606 of a worker’s 
average indexed monthly earnings, 32 percent of the amount between $606 and $3,653, and 15 percent of any indexed earn-
ings above $3,653. The divisions between the 90 percent, 32 percent, and 15 percent levels are called bend points.
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3. Payroll Taxes

What Is This, and
Why Is It Important?
Increasing Social Security
payroll taxes would be
one way to pay projected
cash flow deficits. This
method is closer to the
self-funding that has
characterized the system
so far, but raising payroll
taxes has significant
drawbacks. Alternatives
to payroll tax increases include instituting some
form of personal retirement account to increase the
return on taxes, reducing benefits, and using signif-
icant amounts of general revenue money to cover
Social Security’s cash flow deficits. (See Table 3.)

Currently, all workers pay 5.3 percent of their
income to pay for Social Security retirement and
survivors benefits. In 2004, this tax will be paid on
the first $87,700 of an employee’s income.40

Employers match this tax for a total of 10.6 percent
of each worker’s income. In addition, both
employer and employee pay an additional 0.9 per-
cent of the worker’s income (1.8 percent total) for
Social Security disability benefits. Thus, the
employer and employee pay a total Social Security
payroll tax of 12.4 percent.41

Additional payroll taxes could be collected in
three ways:

• The overall tax rate could be increased. How-
ever, this imposes higher taxes on all income
groups and could reduce employment in the
economy by making it more expensive to hire
additional workers.42m43j44245346947

• The tax could be imposed on income levels
above the threshold, currently at $87,700. In
the short run, this would increase revenues, but
since retirement benefits are paid on all income
taxed for Social Security, it would also eventu-
ally increase the amount of benefits the system
would have to pay each year and offset the
amount raised through the higher taxes.

• Payroll taxes could be disconnected from the
benefit formula. This could take the form of a
new tax paid on income above the current
$87,700 earnings threshold, collecting taxes on

40. This threshold is indexed and changes each year.

41. Although the federal government considers the employer’s matching share as a separate item, most employers add their por-
tions of the Social Security tax to a worker’s salary when calculating the true cost of an employee.

42. Under the current system, workers pay taxes on the first $87,700 of income, which is indexed and changed each year.  Plans 
marked with “yes” would impose an additional tax increase. 

43. Benefits are currently calculated using all of the income upon which the worker paid Social Security taxes.  Plans marked 
“yes” would break this link.  Many analysts on both the left and the right believe that breaking this link would be the first 
step toward changing Social Security into a welfare system.

44. Workers would have the option of maintaining the current level of promised benefits in exchange for a payroll tax increase. 

45. Total payroll tax rates (including the tax for disability benefits) would increase from the current 12.4 percent of income (the 
employee and employer shares combined) to 15.36 percent by 2078. 

46. Between 2005 and 2063, the Orszag-Diamond plan would gradually raise the amount of income subject to Social Security 
taxes by 0.5 percent points annually, in addition any increases under the current formula. 

47. The Orszag-Diamond plan would impose a new tax of 3 percent on all income above the current taxable earnings limit; how-
ever, workers would not receive any credit toward Social Security benefits for income subject to this tax.  The plan’s authors 
estimate that this tax would increase to 3.5 percent by 2080.

Table 3 B 1735 

Payroll Taxes

Plan Are payroll taxes 
increased for workers?

Does the plan raise the level of 
income subject to Social Security taxes?42

Would plan increase Social Security taxes 
without any increase in individual’s benefits?43

Current Law no n/a n/a

DeMint no no no

Graham perhaps 44 no no

Smith no no no

Ferrara no no no

Orszag-Diamond yes45 yes 46 yes 47

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.
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income up to the $87,700 level but counting
only income up to $60,000 or some other level
toward benefits, or some combination of the
two. In either case, this type of tax would break
the link between taxes and income that has
existed since Social Security began in 1935. To
date, neither the right nor the left has been will-
ing to break this link for fear that it would be the
first step toward turning Social Security into a
welfare system. Both sides have worried that
such a move—or even the perception of such a
move—would undermine the program’s wide-
spread support among the American people.

4. Social Security’s Unfunded Liability

What Is This, and Why Is It Important? Both
the current Social Security system and every plan to
reform it will require significant amounts of general
revenue money in addition to the amount collected
through payroll taxes. This additional money is nec-
essary to reduce the difference between what Social
Security currently owes and what it will be able to
pay.

In the reform plans, the transition cost represents
a major reduction from the unfunded liability of the
current program. Even though the reform plans are
expensive, all of them would require less additional
money than the current system. However, both the
amount and the timing of this additional money
would vary depending on the plan. (See Table 4.) 

The amount of additional money that is needed
can be measured according to two different systems.
Both measurements give valuable information.

Present value reflects the idea that a dollar today
has more value to a person than that same dollar has
sometime in the future. It gives an idea of when the
additional money is needed by giving greater weight
to money needed in the near future than to an equal
amount needed further in the future. In addition to
showing the amount of money needed, a higher
present value number indicates that money is
needed sooner rather than later.

The sum of the deficits indicates the total amount of
additional money that will be needed. This measure
gives $100 needed today the same weight as $100
needed in 15 years. This measure adds up only the
future cash flow deficits; it does not include cash
flow surpluses because the government does not

have any way to save or invest that money for future
use. Using both of these measurements gives a better
picture of the situation than using just one.

Paying for the current system or any of the reform
plans will require Congress to balance Social Secu-
rity’s needs against those of the rest of the economy.
In general, as more additional dollars are needed for
the current system or a reform plan, less money will
be available for other government programs and the
private sector.

As this burden on the general federal budget
increases and persists, Congress would find it
increasingly more difficult to come up with that
money, and it would become increasingly less likely
that such a plan would really be paid for on sched-
ule. This is especially true for the current system,
which will incur the massive deficits to pay all of the
promised benefits.

The numbers used in Table 4 were calculated by
the Office of the Chief Actuary using static scoring-
methods. Dynamic scoring would give a more com-
plete picture of the economic effects of each plan,
allowing analysts to compare a plan’s ability to create
jobs, increase savings, and generate economic
growth. In many cases, economic growth associated
with a reform plan could increase or reduce the
amount of general revenue required to finance it.
Regrettably, the Social Security Administration does
not offer dynamic scoring at this time.

5. Paying for Social Security’s Unfunded 
Liability

What Is This, and Why Is It Important? Both
the current Social Security program and all of the
proposed reform plans will require large amounts of
general revenue money to cover the annual cash
flow deficits. Exactly when that money is first
needed, how many years it will be needed, and the
total amount that will be needed varies from plan to
plan. Avoiding use of general revenue money would
require either reducing Social Security benefits
enough to eliminate the annual deficits or imposing
new taxes to generate sufficient revenue. Neither the
current system nor any of the proposed reform plans
comes close to closing the gap.

Some plans do specify sources for the needed
general revenues (See Table 5.), but these are handi-
capped by the  fact that  no  Congress  can  bind  the  
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Table 4 B 1735 

Size of Social Security's Unfunded Liability

Plan How much additional
general revenue money 
will be required to pay 
benefits at promised
(present levels value)49

What is the total amount 
of additional general 
revenue money needed?
(sum of the deficits)

How many
years will
the plan need
additional
general
revenue dollars?

What is the
largest amount
of general
revenue dollars
that the plan
will need in any 
one year? 

How many years 
will the program
require more
than $200 billion
per year in 
additional 
general revenue
dollars?

How much additional
general revenue
money is needed in 
the next 10 years
(2003–2013)?

Current 
Law

$4,922 B $27,168 B 61 $861 B
in 2078

52
51

0

DeMint $3,549 B $8,376 B 55 $294 B
in 2031

2152 $437 B

Graham $3,100 B $7,147 B 49 $263 B
in 2031

18 53 $218 B

Smith $2,800 B $5,867 B54 68 $152 B
in 2031

0 55 $246 B

Ferrara $7,613 B $16,400 B 50 $496 B
in 2030 56

39 57 $1,635 B

50

Orszag-
Diamond

$929 B $8,060 B 59 $194 B
in 2036

0 58 0

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.

48

m48jm49jm50jm51jm52j53m54jm55jm56j57m58j

48. All dollar amounts are in billions of 2003 dollars.

49. Present value is a measurement of the amount of money that if invested today would finance future benefit payments. For 
example, if Social Security will owe $1,000 in 30 years and assuming that an investment would earn an average of 3 percent 
every year after inflation (a growth rate equal to what government bonds pay), the present value of the $1,000 due in 30 
years is $412. (Invested at a 3 percent interest rate, $412 will grow to $1,000 in 30 years.) Because the money is assumed to 
grow over time, a dollar needed in the future counts as less in present value terms than a dollar needed today.

50. This is another measurement of the amount of additional money needed. In this case, the “additional amount” is the total 
amount of additional federal revenues required to fund the transaction. Surpluses (if any) are not included since current law 
does not allow the government to do anything with excess cash except spend it. Under this method, if Social Security needed 
$1 billion in 2005 to make benefits payments and another $1 billion in 2025, the additional amount would be the total of $2 
billion. 

51. The current Social Security system will require additional revenues in excess of $100 billion annually for 57 years, in excess 
of $300 billion annually for 45 years, and in excess of $400 billion annually for 33 years.

52. The DeMint plan will require additional general revenues in excess of $100 billion annually for 35 years. It will not require 
additional general revenues in excess of $300 billion annually in any year.

53. The Graham plan will require additional general revenue in excess of $100 billion annually for 32 years. It will not require 
additional general revenues in excess of $300 billion annually in any year.

54. This scoring assumes that 100 percent of eligible workers would choose to have a personal retirement account.  The plan was 
also scored for 67 percent and 0 percent participation, both of which require less additional general revenue dollars.

55. The Smith plan will require additional general revenues in excess of $100 billion annually for 24 years. It will not require 
additional general revenues in excess of $300 billion annually in any year

56. Supporters of the Ferrara plan believe that the maximum annual deficit would be $49 billion in 2005 if the various methods 
that it uses to finance the transition are taken into consideration. However, this section of the paper deals only with the size 
of the necessary general revenue transfers, not how the plans propose to finance them. The next section discusses how plans 
propose to find the necessary general revenues.

57.  The Ferrara plan will require additional general revenues in excess of $100 billion annually for 47 years, in excess of $300 
billion annually for 30 years, and in excess of $400 billion annually for 20 years. 
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hands of a future Con-
gress. Thus, even if
Congress did  pass  a
plan  that  specified  the
source  of  the needed
general revenues, a
future Congress could
change the plan by a
majority vote. The only
way to avoid this uncer-
tainty would be for
Congress to pass and
the states to ratify the
plan as a constitutional
amendment—which would be prohibitively diffi-
cult.

In short, both the current system and all known
reform plans would have to find the necessary gen-
eral revenues from some combination of four
sources: borrowing additional money, collecting
more taxes than needed to fund the rest of the gov-
ernment, reducing other government spending, or
reducing Social Security benefits more than is called
for under either current law or any of the reform
plans.

The most important thing to remember is that the
existing Social Security system and the reform plans
all face this problem. This is not a weakness that is
limited to PRA plans or any other reform plan. The
only question is when the cash flow deficits begin
and how large they will be.

Current Law. Current law makes no provision for
funding Social Security’s unfunded liability. The pro-
gram has no credit line with the U.S. Treasury, and
when its trust fund promises are exhausted, current
law will require it to reduce benefits.

The DeMint Plan. While some press releases
connected with Representative DeMint’s plan sug-
gest that some of its general revenue needs could be
generated by reducing the growth of federal spend-
ing, no language specifying where the general reve-
nues would come from is included in his legislation.

The Graham Plan. Senator Graham’s plan in-
cludes a commission that would recommend reduc-
tions in corporate welfare and redirect the savings to

reduce his plan’s unfunded liability. At best, a reduc-
tion in corporate welfare would generate only part of
the needed general revenue. The commission would
produce a legislative proposal that would then be con-
sidered by Congress.

Because the commission would be created by the
same legislation that implements Graham’s Social
Security reforms, its recommendations could not
even be considered until after the plan is enacted. As
a result, passage of the Graham plan does not guar-
antee that these revenues would be available.
Regardless of what the commission recommended, a
future Congress could reject the proposed cuts in
corporate welfare. In that case, Congress would have
to come up with another method to raise the needed
revenue.

The Smith Plan. Other than the proposed benefit
changes that would partially reduce Social Security’s
unfunded liability, the Smith plan does not specify
how it would pay cash flow deficits.

The Ferrara Plan. The Ferrara plan includes
three mechanisms designed to create the needed
general revenues.

First, it would mandate a 1 percent reduction in
the growth of all federal spending (including entitle-
ments such as Social Security) for at least 8 years
and redirect that revenue to Social Security. Since
Congress cannot legally force a subsequent Congress
to follow a set course of action, the only enforce-
ment mechanism available is a constitutional
amendment. As a result, the Ferrara plan simply 

58. The Orszag-Diamond plan will require additional general revenues in excess of $100 billion annually for 45 years. It will not 
require additional general revenues in excess of $300 billion annually in any year.

Table 5 B 1735

Paying for Social Security’s Unfunded Liability

Plan
Does the plan specify a
source of general revenues?

Are financial improvements
paid by higher taxes?

Does financing plan require
spending cuts in other programs?

Current Law n/a n/a n/a

DeMint no no no

Graham partially no no

Smith no no no

Ferrara yes no yes

Orszag-Diamond no yes no

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.
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  m59j60261362m63j64265366m67j68m69j702713

59. This is the most subjective measure in this paper. It compares the retirement benefits offered under the reform plan to the 
amount of general revenue money that is needed to finance it, while taking into consideration both changes in taxes (if any) 
and the ability to build a nest egg. It compares these to what the current system would be able to pay rather than what it 
promises. 

60. Upon a worker’s death, any remaining PRA balance would be transferred to the PRAs of any survivors or the worker’s estate if 
there are no survivors.

61. Under the DeMint plan, workers may annuitize either all of their PRAs or 35 percent. However, the total income generated 
from a combination of the annuity and any government-paid benefit must total at least a poverty level income.  If annuitizing 
35 percent of the PRA does not reach this level when combined with a government-paid benefit, then enough of the PRA 
must be annuitized to reach that level.  Any money not annuitized may be used for any purpose,

62. The DeMint plan would allow workers to improve their retirement benefits over the current system. While it has somewhat 
higher general revenue costs than other plans, it also guarantees a higher level of benefits and allows workers to build a nest 
egg for the future. The plan contains an innovative method to reduce general revenue costs by requiring workers with per-
sonal accounts to invest a certain proportion of their account in government bonds, and it contains the most progressive per-
sonal account contribution rate of any of the plans.  This would allow it to closely match the current system’s progressive 
benefit levels through its account structure alone.

63. The Graham plan requires workers to annuitize enough of the personal retirement account to provide a poverty-level income 
for their households, when combined with the government-paid monthly benefit. Any remaining amount may be used for 
any purpose.

64. The flexibility contained in the Graham plan offers workers much more control over their futures. Each worker would have 
the opportunity to decide the level of benefits, cost, and risk. The plan offers benefits above the current system at a relatively 
low general revenue cost. It also allows workers the opportunity to build a nest egg. 

65. Under the Smith plan, the treatment of a deceased worker’s PRA is less clear. It appears that upon a worker’s death, any 
remaining PRA balance would be transferred to the PRAs of any survivors or the worker’s estate if there are no survivors.

66. The Smith plan requires workers to annuitize enough of the personal retirement account to provide a poverty-level income 
for their households, when combined with the government-paid monthly benefit. However, unlike most other personal 
account plans, workers must either annuitize the full PRA or make regular withdrawals from amount remaining in the PRA 
after annuitization, although the worker may only draw enough so that the total lasts throughout retirement. The worker 
does not have the option of using remaining money for other purposes than retirement.

Table  6 B 1735

Making Social Security a Better Deal For Workers?

Plan Can a worker inherit a 
family member’s PRA?

Must a worker annuitize his 
or her entire PRA?

Could this reform potentially improve a worker’s 
retirement benefits over the current system’s benefits?59

Current Law n/a n/a n/a

DeMint yes 60 no 61 yes 62

Graham yes 60 no
63

yes 64

Smith yes 65 no 66 perhaps67

Ferrara yes 60 no 68 perhaps69

Orszag-Diamond n/a n/a 70 no71

Source: Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, and Heritage Foundation calculations.
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appropriates to Social Security the amount of reve-
nue that would  result  if  Congress  were  to  reduce
spending growth. In practice, a future Congress
could choose not to reduce spending growth and,
instead, just let the deficit grow larger or generate
the necessary revenue in some other way.

Second, the Ferrara plan would transfer to Social
Security the amount of corporate income taxes that
could potentially result from the investment of per-
sonal accounts in corporate stocks and bonds. This
is not a new or higher tax. This transfer is intended
to reflect the taxes that would be paid at the current
35 percent corporate tax rate. Since SSA does not
conduct dynamic scoring, this transfer is based on
the static assumption that two-thirds of the stocks
and bonds held through personal accounts reflect
domestic corporate investment.

Third, the Ferrara plan would borrow about $1.4
trillion in special off-budget bonds. However, there
is no practical way to create off-budget bonds that
would not count against the federal debt. Even if
there were, such a move would reduce the amount
of transparency in the federal budget.

The Orszag–Diamond Plan. While the Orszag-
Diamond plan includes both some benefit reduc-
tions and benefit increases for widows, the disabled,
and low-income workers, the two elements of the
plan are roughly equal. It reduces Social Security’s
unfunded liability using tax increases contained in
the plan, including an increase in the payroll tax
rate, a gradual increase in the amount of income
subject to Social Security taxes, and a new 3 percent

tax on any salary income not subject to Social Secu-
rity taxes.

6. Making Social Security a Better Deal for 
Workers

What Is This, and Why Is It Important? In the
long run, a reform plan should do more than just
preserve the current Social Security system with its
many flaws. While a key requirement of any reform
plan is to provide a stable, guaranteed, and adequate
level of benefits at an affordable cost, it should do
more. (See Table 6.) 

The current system fails to allow workers to build
any form of nest egg for the future. Instead, it is the
highest single tax for about 80 percent of workers.
In return, each worker receives a life annuity that
ends with the death(s) of the worker, the surviving
spouse (if there is one), or young children  (if  any).
In  today’s  world, where two-earner families  are
increasingly  the  norm,  the  current system even
limits survivor benefits to the higher of either the
deceased spouse’s benefits or the surviving spouse’s
benefits. Whichever account is lower, no matter how
long that spouse worked, is marked paid in full and
extinguished.

At a minimum, a reform plan should allow work-
ers to pass on some of what they earned and paid in
Social Security taxes to improve their spouse’s retire-
ment benefits. It should also allow workers the flexi-
bility to use their entire account for retirement
benefits or take a smaller retirement benefit and use
the balance to pay for a grandchild’s college educa-

67. Overall, the Smith plan’s benefit to workers is questionable. While general revenue costs are comparatively low, the eventual 
severe reduction in benefits will transform Social Security into a low flat-rate benefit that is substantially less than the current 
system’s average benefit level. The plan also offers only very limited opportunities to build a nest egg. If the Smith plan were 
enacted, some form of almost mandatory occupational pension savings plan would be needed to provide workers—and espe-
cially lower-income workers—with a decent standard of living during retirement.

68. Under the Ferrara plan, workers must buy an annuity that pays a monthly amount equal to the worker’s Social Security bene-
fits under the current system. If the account is not large enough to buy the annuity, the federal government would make up the 
difference.  Any money not annuitized may be used for any purpose.

69. The Ferrara plan could potentially improve workers’ retirement benefits, but its substantial costs and financing mechanism 
may offset these benefits. While workers would be guaranteed at least the same level of retirement benefits as under the current 
system and would have the opportunity to build a nest egg, the higher general revenue taxes necessary to finance the plan 
make an overall improvement questionable.

70. The Orszag-Diamond plan does not create any form of personal retirement account. 

71. Under the Orszag-Diamond plan, workers would pay higher payroll taxes for lower Social Security benefits, with no opportu-
nity to build a nest egg. Furthermore, workers would receive no benefit for the substantial and perpetual general revenue trans-
fers required to finance this plan.
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tion, start a small business, or pass on money to a
later generation.

In judging whether each proposed reform would
be better for America’s workers, readers may differ
sharply. However, while most summaries and stud-
ies examine Social Security reform from the view-
point of federal budget impact, tax rates, and the
survivability of the system, few consider the overall
impact of reform on the workers it was designed to

benefit in the first place. Social Security should not
be reformed or “saved” for its own sake, but only if
it more effectively provides the benefits workers
need at a price they can afford. 

—David C. John is Research Fellow in Social Secu-
rity and Financial Institutions in the Thomas A. Roe
Institute for Economic Policy Studies at The Heritage
Foundation.
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